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IRON VAILANTIRON VAILANT::  
AN EXPERIMENT AN EXPERIMENT 
GONE WRONG?!GONE WRONG?!
This oddity’s name is borrowed from that 
of an object described in the Violet Book. 
One theory holds that it is in fact a robot – 
the product of a mad scientist’s efforts to 
create the most powerful psychic Pokemon 
of all. According to its few eyewitnesses, 
Iron Valiant appears similar to both 
Gardevoir and Gallade. It’s also said to be 
cruel enough to take its brilliantly shining 
blade and cut down anyone confronting it 
without hesitation. 

April, File #04
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This being’s name comes 
from the one given to an 
iron-handed entity in the 
mysterious Violet Book. 
It is said to have fists that 
move independent of its 
body and to be capable 
of throwing large, fast-
moving vehicles. 
A leading theory holds 
that Iron Hands was once 
an athlete who became 
mortally wounded but was 
kept alive by being made 
into a cyborg. Why it so 
strongly resembles
Hariyama ,however,                  
remains unanswered.

May, File #05

IRON HANDS:IRON HANDS:  
SECRETLY  CYBORG?!SECRETLY  CYBORG?!

Sparkling Version 
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IRON THORNS:IRON THORNS:
A TYRANITAR OF THE A TYRANITAR OF THE 

DISTANT FUTURE?!DISTANT FUTURE?!

A strange being called Iron Thorns has been sighted 
in a certain cave in Paldea. This being bears a 
strong resemblance to Tyranitar, but it apparently 
displays great coolheadedness and prefers to avoid 
unnecessary fights. It appears to be highly intelligent 
and clad in metallic armor, causing some to speculate 
that it may be a Tyranitar as it would appear a billion 
years from now. Its name comes from a similarly 
described entity that appears in the Violet Book. 

June, File #06

Sparkling Version 
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IRON JUGULIS:IRON JUGULIS:  
POKEMON POKEMON 
OR  MACHINE?!OR  MACHINE?!

This flying life-form bearing a 
resemblance to Hydreigon has been 
seen in a certain corner of Paldea. It 
was reported to have razed an entire 
building with a high-energy blast, then 
flown off as if to find its next objective. 
Iron Jugulis is theorized to be a sort 
of machine-Hydreigon hybrid, as it 
combines the former’s ruthlessness 
with the latter’s ferocity. It takes its 
name from a similarly described entity 
in the Violet Book.

July, File #07

Sparkling Version 
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IRON MOTH:IRON MOTH:
A UFO SENT TO SPY A UFO SENT TO SPY 
ON HUMANKIND?!ON HUMANKIND?!

The name Iron Moth was borrowed from that of a 
flying object described in the era-defining Violet 
Book. It was said to resemble Volcarona and would 
descend from the skies, following people around and 
occasionally even attacking them. Some point to Iron 
Moth’s aggression as a sign that it is, in fact, a UFO of 
sorts being controlled by alien life. Perhaps something 
out there is using Iron Moth to observe us, waiting for 
the moment to mount an invasion...

August, File #08

Sparkling Version 
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In one arid corner of Paldea, there have been reports of 
a mysterious life-form. It’s said to resemble a Donphan 
at first glance, albeit one that can abruptly assume a 
spherical shape and launch into a swift rolling attack.
Rumors say this being is some kind of weapon using 
technology not of this world, but no one can say 
for sure. Apparently, it’s called Iron Treads after the 
name of a strange being that was written about in the 
mysterious Violet Book.

September, File #09

IRON TREADS:IRON TREADS:  
AN ALIEN AN ALIEN 
WEAPON?!WEAPON?!

Sparkling Version 
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IRON BUNDLE:IRON BUNDLE:
AN ANCIENT AN ANCIENT 

CIVILIZATION’S CIVILIZATION’S 
ROBOT?!ROBOT?!

The mysterious Violet Book makes reference to a 
being called Iron Bundle, which was said to look like 
Delibird and to possess a spherical apparatus from 
which it would fire huge blasts of ice to propel itself 
through snowy lands. Plenty of theories about it have 
been floated. A leading one suggests it is the product 
of a long-gone civilization, a notion supported by 
ancient writings that describe the design and usage 

October, File #10

Sparkling Version 


